Learning to Reconstruct High Speed and High Dynamic Range Videos
from Events
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Abstract
Event cameras are novel sensors that capture the dynamics of a scene asynchronously. Such cameras record event
streams with much shorter response latency than images
captured by conventional cameras, and are also highly sensitive to intensity change, which is brought by the triggering
mechanism of events. On the basis of these two features,
previous works attempt to reconstruct high speed and high
dynamic range (HDR) videos from events. However, these
works either suffer from unrealistic artifacts, or cannot provide sufficiently high frame rate. In this paper, we present
a convolutional recurrent neural network which takes a
sequence of neighboring events to reconstruct high speed
HDR videos, and temporal consistency is well considered to
facilitate the training process. In addition, we setup a prototype optical system to collect a real-world dataset with
paired high speed HDR videos and event streams, which
will be made publicly accessible for future researches in
this field. Experimental results on both simulated and real
scenes verify that our method can generate high speed HDR
videos with high quality, and outperform the state-of-the-art
reconstruction methods.

1. Introduction
Compared with ordinary cameras that capture scene intensities at a fixed frame rate, event cameras work in a quite
different way of detecting pixel-wise intensity changes.
One unique feature of event camera is that an event is
triggered whenever the intensity change of a pixel reaches
certain contrast threshold, thus events are recorded asynchronously. Event cameras have quite a few advantages
over conventional frame-based ones, e.g., low latency, low
power, high temporal resolution, and high dynamic range
(HDR) [6]. Thanks to these features, event cameras are beneficial for different vision tasks including real-time object
tracking [24], high speed motion estimation [17], optical
flow estimation [7, 18], depth map prediction [42], egomo∗ Corresponding
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tion estimation [41], and on-board robotics [37].
Since event cameras record intensity changes without
any absolute intensity, they cannot be directly used for existing image-based vision algorithms. Very recently, researches have been conducted to reconstruct high speed
and HDR intensity images/videos [22, 32, 33] from events,
which open up new usage of event cameras. In spite of that,
the reconstructed high speed and HDR videos are still unsatisfactory in terms of visual quality. This motivates us to
explore a better way of video reconstruction from events.
One possible reason for the insufficiency of reconstruction quality might be the shortage of high-quality learning
data. For example, existing researches [22, 32, 33] unanimously try to simulate events by using a simulator, such as
ESIM [21]. However, high-speed HDR videos appropriate
for data simulation are extremely rare, and the movement of
a virtual event camera might not be realistic. Furthermore,
although substantial efforts [28] have been made to improve
the simulator, it still remains unknown how the simulated
events comply with real events recorded by event cameras,
especially when considering that complex factors like noise
and data transfer bandwidth limitations are presented in a
real event camera. This triggers us to develop proper imaging devices to capture paired high speed HDR videos and
events. Besides, these works [22, 32, 33] either ignore temporal constraints, or use a suboptimal flow warping loss.
These also affect the video reconstruction quality.
In this paper, we make full use of the high frame rate and
HDR features of event streams, to reconstruct high speed
HDR videos from events. Specifically, we propose a convolutional recurrent neural network for high speed HDR
video reconstruction. In order to minimize the temporal discontinuity along frame sequences, a temporal consistency
constraint is designed based on the physical formation of
events. In addition, we collect paired high speed HDR and
event data in real scenes through our elaborately designed
imaging prototype, which will be accessible publicly to facilitate other researchers in this field. Experimental results
show that our method can achieve state-of-the-art reconstruction performance, and introducing paired real-world
data in the training stage further help the model to handle
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real HDR scenes.
The main contributions of our work can be summarized
as follows
1. We propose a convolutional recurrent neural network
for the reconstruction of high speed HDR videos from
events, along with a temporal consistency to constrain
the temporal discontinuity.
2. We design a special imaging system to collect the high
speed and high bit-depth HDR videos with the corresponding event streams, which stands out as a novel
alternative for data preparation beyond numerical simulation.
3. We collect a high-quality real dataset which contains
paired high speed HDR videos and event streams of
outdoor dynamic scenes, and verify the effectiveness
of our method on this real-world dataset.

2. Related Work
In this section, we introduce the most relevant works to
the proposed method. First, we review some intensity image
and video reconstruction methods. Then, HDR applications
of events are introduced.
Intensity Images and Videos Reconstruction. Though
events have many advantages over traditional images including high temporal resolution and high dynamic range,
they can be hardly utilized in practical applications due to
the asynchrony and stream feature. Thus, reconstructing intensity images and videos from events becomes an active
topic.
During early explorations of events-to-image reconstruction, Cook et al. [1] presented a network to interpret events
by means of recurrently interconnected areas, to reconstruct
light intensity as well as optical flow. Kim et al. [13] built
a high-resolution mosaic of a scene based on probabilistic
filtering. Recent years, with the rapid development of computing power, deep learning has been introduced to the area
of reconstructing images and videos from events, and have
achieved unprecedented results. Some approaches used the
convenient event simulator ESIM [21] to generate events,
and regarded the input images or the APS images as ground
truth. For example, Rebecq et al. [22] proposed a convolutional recurrent neural network with flow warping loss to
reconstruct videos from events. Wang et al. [33] directly
used APS images as ground truth with some blurry ones
removed, to form the training data, and they proposed a
generative adversarial network to convert stacked events to
images. Wang et al. also presented an adversarial learning based method [34] called EventSR to reconstruct, restore and super resolve intensity images together in an unsupervised manner. Mohammad et al. [10] modeled superresolving event data to higher-resolution intensity images

in an end-to-end network. These methods can effectively
build images from events, but the visual quality is limited,
especially on HDR scenes.
Since APS images are blurry due to the exposure mechanism of frame-based cameras, they are not good estimations for sharp video frames. Besides, simulating event
streams from a single image along camera trajectory cannot well represent real object and camera motion. To address this problem, some recent works used event streams
to help deblur APS frames based on the double integral
relationship between events and APS frames [11, 19, 32].
Pan et al. [19] proposed the Event-based Double Integral
(EDI) model to reconstruct sharp video from a single blurry
APS frame and the corresponding event. Wang et al. [32]
designed a deep unfolding network with sparse learning to
reconstruct both high quality and high resolution images.
Jiang et al. [11] also unfolded the optimization process
of APS deblurring with an recurrent neural network. Restricted by APS frames, these methods either cannot provide high speed video reconstruction [11] considering that
APS has limited frame rate, or are not able to handle HDR
scenes [19, 32] due to the low dynamic range (LDR) of
APS. Although the blurry APS frame can be helpful in sharp
frame reconstruction, newly released event cameras do not
support APS [29], and it is critical to investigate how to reconstruct high speed HDR images from event streams only.
HDR Reconstruction from Events. Since event camera
captures intensity changes in logarithmic scale, it is sensitive to extreme dark scenes and does not suffer from overexposure in bright conditions. In other words, event streams
have strong adaptation on HDR scenes. Kim et al. [13] popularized the idea of HDR image reconstruction from event
streams, they built super-resolution accurate and high dynamic range mosaic of a scene under rotational camera motion assumption. Later, many learning based event-to-image
reconstruction methods [10, 22, 33] trained their model on
ordinary images, and directly generalized their models to
HDR scenes in the testing stage. Although from their reconstruction results, details of the dark and bright regions
can be recognized, the visual perception of these reconstructions does not match real scenes. This phenomenon is
caused by their experimental settings that only LDR training samples are used to simulate events. To tackle this problem, Han et al. [8] proposed a hybrid HDR imaging system
and fused a LDR image with an intensity map which was
obtained from the corresponding event streams, to build an
HDR image. Their results are more visually natural, but can
be hardly used for high speed HDR video reconstruction restricted by the hardware prototype.
Different from these methods, our work are designed
for reconstructing high speed HDR videos on real-world
dataset. We design a convolutional recurrent neural network
which can effectively exploit the features of adjacent event
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frames and reconstruct high quality HDR videos with high
frame rates. Besides, we setup a prototype optical system
to collect paired high speed HDR videos and event streams,
which will be publicly accessible for future researches.

3. Method
In this section, we first formulate the problem and illustrate our motivation. Then, the strategy to represent events
is described. Next, we present the network architecture of
our model. Finally, the implementation details are provided.

3.1. Formulation and Motivation
Event cameras capture a stream of asynchronous spikes,
and an event is triggered if the logarithm of the brightness
change at certain pixel reaches a given contrast threshold.
Thus, the event information is recorded in the form of 4tuples
e = (x, y, q, t),
(1)
with pixel locations (x, y), polarity q ∈ {±1} and the precise timestamp t. Let S and Ixy (t) denote the contrast
threshold and intensity at time t and location (x, y), the
event generation process can be expressed as
log(Ixy (t)) − log(Ixy (t − ∆t)) = qS,

(2)

where t−∆t is the timestamp of last event at location (x, y).
The captured data of an event camera is a set of continuous
event streams {ei }.
HDR videos capture the irradiance of a scene sequentially. A widely used HDR generation method [3] firstly
takes multiple LDR images under different exposures, then
recovers the irradiance by dividing the image with the corresponding exposure time, and finally merges these irradiance
maps to reproduce HDR images. In this way, ordinary HDR
video production systems [12,31] take bursts of images of a
scene with alternating short and long exposures to produce
an HDR frame. However, due to the limitation of exposure
time, these prototypes cannot be well used for high frame
rate video production.
Considering that event cameras measure intensity
changes in the logarithmic scale, thus they can well handle HDR scenes. Previous works [10, 13, 22, 33] already
proved that events had great potential for HDR images and
videos reconstruction. However, these methods can only
handle HDR scenes instead of producing standard HDR images, as they are interested in differential information rather
than the absolute scene intensity. Therefore, these methods
would inevitably suffer from artifacts, which make the reconstruction results less realistic. To avoid this problem, we
propose an approach which is specially designed for high
speed HDR video reconstruction. Assuming that we have
an event stream E = {Ei } and the corresponding ground
truth HDR frames H = {Hi }, our goal is to reconstruct
high speed HDR H from E through an end-to-end network.

3.2. Event Stacking
In order to utilize convolutional neural networks to deal
with event data, we need to embed event streams into voxel
grids (also event frames), which contain spatial features
akin to ordinary image frames. Previous works [22, 28, 33]
proposed several ways to integrate event streams into tensors, including stacking based on time, stacking based on
the number of events, and stacking between frames. As for
video reconstruction, it is natural to stack events between
two ground truth frames to keep a consistent timestamp of
the reconstructed frames. Specifically, given a stream of
events which lays between two consecutive ground truth
frames, and the spanning time is denoted as ∆T . We first
divide the event stream into B temporal bins, and each bin
of events is merged to form a grayscale image. Thus, all
the events between the duration of ∆T are represented by a
U × V × B voxel grid, where U × V denotes the spatial size
of the event sensor. The simple merging operation of events
may lose some scene information, but would definitely help
convolutional neural networks to process event data. In the
experiments, we merge positive and negative events separately to remain more details. Therefore, we obtain a voxel
grid E with 2B channels for the events between ∆T .

3.3. Network Architecture
We design a convolutional recurrent neural network to
reconstruct HDR videos from a stream of events, and the
overview is illustrated in Fig. 1. Our model takes T =
2N + 1 consecutive event voxel grids {Et−N , . . . , Et+N }
to build the HDR frame Ht at timestamp t. In our network,
features of different event frames are fused, and passed
along with the event sequence through an internal recurrent
memory state. We also present a novel consistency loss to
keep continuity along temporal dimension. Our network
mainly includes a shared feature extractor, a deformable
convolution based alignment module, a convolutional recurrent fusion and reconstruction module, and a pretrained
consistency loss module.
Shared feature extractor. In this module, event frames are
downsampled to a low spatial resolution feature space. It is
inspired by previous video enhancing methods [35, 38, 39],
where the effectiveness of using a shared feature extractor/encoder to transform the input data to feature maps before alignment has been proved. Actually, the shared feature extractor can encode consecutive frames into the same
feature space, which is beneficial for the following alignment module. We simply employ several strided convolution layers to encode the frames into feature space, and
obtain 2N + 1 output feature maps {Ft−N , . . . , Ft+N }.
Deformable convolution based alignment. Previous
event-to-image reconstruction methods utilized optical flow
to align different frames [10], or employed a flow warp-
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Figure 1. The overview of our recurrent convolutional neural network for HDR video reconstruction from events.

ing loss to alleviate the temporal discontinuity [22]. However, obtaining an accurate flow is difficult, and erroneous
flow estimation would cause motion artifacts [30]. We follow [35] to employ pyramidal deformable convolutions [2]
for feature alignment, which learn offsets of normal convolution kernels to obtain aligned features.
In the alignment module, our goal is to align features of different event frames Ft+i to the feature of the
central frame Ft . Assuming that a convolution kernel
has K locations. Take a common 3 × 3 kernel for example, we have K = 9 and the regular grid R =
{(−1, −1), (−1, 0), . . . , (1, 0), (1, 1)}, which denotes the
locations of an ordinary convolution operation. For each
location p0 on the output feature map, the aligned feature
can be expressed as
X
w(p0 ) · Ft+i (p0 + pn + ∆pn ), (3)
Fat+i (p0 ) =
pn ∈R

where w is the weights for each location in R, and pn and
∆pn denote the pre-specified offset and learnable offset of
n-th location in deformable convolutions. Eq. (3) illustrates
the operation of a simple deformable convolutional layers
that the convolutions are sampled on an extra offset ∆pn ,
comparing to ordinary convolutional layers.
To predict the learnable offset ∆P = {∆pn }pn ∈R for
the (t + i)-th event feature, the feature of the (t + i)-th
frame Ft+i and the central frame Ft are sent to the offset
predicting operation f , and can be expressed as
∆Pt+i = f (Ft+i , Ft ).

(4)

we employ pyramidal processing and cascading refinement
to enlarge the receptive field of the offsets and align larger
movement like [35, 39]. Specifically, assuming that the
pyramidal architecture consists of L levels, and the feature
of the l-th layer Flt+i is downsampled through strided convolutions with a factor of 2 on the (l − 1)-th feature Fl−1
t+i .

Aligned
Feature

Offset

Dconv

Dconv

Dconv

Concatenate
Upsampling
Feature Extraction

Figure 2. The architecture of the deformable convolution based
alignment. Here, we only illustrate two input frame features and
two pyramidal layers as an example.

After obtaining all of the L features, we calculate the offset
for the l-th layer from the upsampled (l + 1)-th offsets and
the l-th pyramidal feature, as shown in Fig. 2. This process
can be interpreted as
∆Plt+i = f (Ft+i , Ft , U (∆Pl+1
t+i )),

(5)

where U denotes bilinear upsampling operation. Thus, the
aligned feature of the l-th level can be expressed as
(Fat+i )l = g(DConv(Flt+i , ∆Plt+i ), U ((Fat+i )l+1 )). (6)
In Eq. (6), g is convolutional layers to generate aligned features, and DConv is the deformable convolution described
a
)1
in Eq. (3). In this way, we obtain the aligned feature (Ft+i
for the 1-st pyramidal layer. We further use the feature Ft1
of the reference frame to generate the final aligned feature
a
a
)1 . For each of the T frames, we could
from (Ft+i
Ft+i
obtain the corresponding aligned feature from Fig. 2. The
number of pyramid levels L is set to 3 in the experiments.
Attentive fusion and reconstruction. Through the deformable convolution based alignment module, we obtain
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T aligned features, and they are stacked together to form a
T × C × H × W feature, where C, H and W is the size of
the aligned features for each event frame. Here, we employ
attention mechanism, which is widely used in high level
vision tasks such as semantic segmentation [5], to further
trace both spatial and temporal dependency. Considering
that attention modules are computation consuming, we separately employ height, width and temporal/channel attention blocks which exploit the feature correlation along three
dimensions. As shown in Fig. 3, three attention blocks work
independently, and their features are summed up to produce
the fused feature map.
Then, the obtained feature map is passed through a recurrent residual network to reconstruct HDR video frames.
Specifically, several residual blocks are used to extract the
hidden features from attention module. Then, we utilize a
ConvLSTM [26] module to pass the reconstruction feature
along with the temporal frame sequence. The ConvLSTM
can be described as
it = σ(WiX ∗ Xt + WiY ∗ Yt−1 ),
ft = σ(WfX ∗ Xt + WfY ∗ Yt−1 ),
ot = σ(WoX ∗ Xt + WoY ∗ Yt−1 ),
ct = ft ◦ ct−1

(7)

+ it ◦ tanh(WcX ∗ Xt + WcY ∗ Yt−1 ),

Softmax
Transpose

Reshape

Softmax
Transpose

Figure 3. The architecture of the attentions modules. The branches
from top to bottom calculate the vertical, horizontal, and temporal/channel correlation, respectively.

and events. Apparently, we could simply regard C as a process similar to the ESIM simulator [21], but it would be
more accurate to derive it from training data. We use a
UNet-like convolutional neural network [23] to learn the
mapping C from frames to events. The network is pretrained before training our main model, and it serves as
a temporal consistency loss module which helps the successive reconstructions to be more similar with real scenes.
The temporal consistency loss can be described as

Yt = ot ◦ tanh(ct ),

LC =

where it , ft , ot , ct are represented as input gate, forget gate,
output gate and memory cell of t-th moment, respectively,
and W is the corresponding learnable weights. Besides,
Xt , Yt are the input feature and hidden state of t-th moment, σ(·) and tanh(·) are Sigmoid and Tanh activation
functions, and ∗ and ◦ are denoted as convolutional operator and Hadamard product.
In this way, the internal memory state ct of recurrent
neural network is able to remember information of features
from successive sequences to help the reconstruction of the
current frame and alleviate temporal discontinuity, when reconstructing HDR video frames.
Temporal consistency loss. Previous works [10, 22] employed flow warping error [16] for temporal consistency
loss. However, their results can be suboptimal due to the
lack of accurate flow estimation. To avoid using optical
flow, we propose a novel strategy for temporal consistency
loss. Several works [19, 32] have analyzed that the intensity
change of two successive sharp frames can be represented
by the integral of events between these two frames. Thus,
given two consecutive ground truth frames Ĥt−1 , Ĥt , we
could inversely obtain the event frame Et
Et = C(Ĥt−1 , Ĥt ),

Softmax
Transpose

(8)

where C denotes the integral relationship between frames

T
X

kEt − C(Ht−1 , Ht )k22 .

(9)

i=1

3.4. Learning Details
Given the reconstructed video sequence Hi and the corresponding ground truth Ĥi , first we employ widely used l1
loss to evaluate the reconstruction loss
L l1 =

T
X

kHi − Ĥi k.

(10)

i=1

Since simply using l1 reconstruction loss would suffer from
blurry artifacts, we introduce the Learned Perceptual Image
Patch Similarity (LPIPS [40]) loss for high level and structural similarity, which is denoted as LLP IP S . Together with
the temporal consistency loss, the full loss function for the
high speed HDR reconstruction from events is
L = Ll1 + τ1 LLP IP S + τ2 LC .

(11)

In the experiment, we empirically set τ1 , τ2 to 2 and 0.2.
In the training stage, our network is initialized by Kaiming initialization [9], and the losses are minimized with the
adaptive moment estimation method [14], and we set the
momentum parameter to 0.9. The learning rate is initially
set to 10−4 , and divided by 10 every 50 epochs. We set
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Figure 4. The hardware implementation of our high speed HDR video imaging system with events. (a) The optical system. It contains two
high speed cameras and an event camera. (b) The electronic system. It controls three cameras to synchronously capture the information of
same scene. (c) The synchronize data captured by three cameras, respectively.

batch size as 4 and the whole process is trained for 100
epochs. Our model is implemented using the deep learning framework PyTorch [20], and we use NVIDIA TITAN
V GPUs to train our model.

4. Experiments
In this section, we first describe our imaging system for
real-world HDR video and events acquisition. Then, we
provide details of our simulated and real data, as well as
our experimental settings. After that, qualitative and quantitative compared results are evaluated. Finally, we conduct
experiments for ablation study.

4.1. A Real-World HDR Video and Events Imaging
System
In this part, we build a novel imaging system to capture
paired high speed HDR videos and the corresponding event
streams. To the best of our knowledge, this kind of paired
real data has never been explored by previous works, due
to the following reasons. First, capturing high speed HDR
video itself is not an easy work, since the requirement of
high speed limits the exposure time, and definitely increases
the difficulty of merging images under different exposures.
Second, how to align the timestamps and view field of high
speed HDR camera and event camera is difficult, since two
cameras capture different modal information and both suffer from the effect of noise.
To solve the above mentioned problems, we design
a elaborate system to synchronously capture paired high
speed HDR video and the corresponding event stream. In
general, we use an event camera to capture event streams,
and two high speed cameras are used to capture synchronized LDR frames, which are later merged to form an HDR
frame. By aligning these cameras carefully through an elaborately designed system, we record paired high speed HDR
videos and the corresponding event streams. Our entire
hardware prototype is illustrated in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4(a)

we can see that the lights from the objective scenes first
travel through a relay lens. Then, a Thorlabs CCM1-BS013
beam splitter is utilized to divide the incident light into two
equivalent components with different directions. For one
direction, an iniVation DAVIS346 event camera is used to
capture the event stream. For the other one, another Thorlabs CCM1-BS013 beam splitter is employed for further
transmitting the lights to two Photron IDP-Express R2000
high speed cameras, in order to capture two synchronous
videos. On the basis of the HDR generating method of [3]
which merges several LDR images with different exposure
times, we cap one of our high speed camera with a Thorlabs
ND513B neutral density (ND) filter to weaken the incoming
irradiance. An ND filter can shelter the energy of light uniformly along spatial and spectral dimensions. In this way,
we obtain two LDR images with different scene irradiance,
and avoid the alternative exposures of two images, which
are difficult to control when capturing high speed videos.
In our implementation, we choose an ND filter which can
filter around 95% scene irradiance. Considering that both
high speed cameras record images of 8-bit, we can obtain
12-bit HDR images after the merging operation. For these
three cameras used in our hardware, the field of views are
strictly aligned, and the timestamps are controlled by a specially designed circuits, as shown in Fig. 4(b)(c). Our HDR
data reaches a high frame rate of 2000 fps.

4.2. Dataset Preparation
Simulated Data. An ideal simulated dataset for high speed
HDR video reconstruction should meet several criteria, i.e.,
high speed, HDR, and neither background nor foreground
is static. However, existing HDR video dataset [4, 15, 27]
do not guarantee the three requirements simultaneously.
Therefore, we use non-HDR video sequences to train our
method, like [22, 33]. Many previous works [10, 22, 33, 34]
used ESIM simulator [21] to render events from single images along the virtual camera trajectory. This approach provides enough training data, which is beneficial for learn-
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Table 1. Performance comparisons on simulated data.

ing based methods. We directly use the simulated dataset
from [33] for a coarse estimation of our model, which consists of 29 video sequences. We randomly select 15 of them
for training purposes, and the other sequences are used for
evaluation.
Real-World Data. In order to improve the performance
of our model when reconstructing real high speed HDR
videos, we use our imaging system to capture 12 typical
outdoor scenes. All scenes are of high dynamic range, and
cannot be well recorded by normal cameras due to the overexposure or lack of details in the dark regions. Each video
is 3.8 seconds long with 7680 frames, which infers a 2000
fps acquisition speed. We randomly choose 8 of them as
training data to train the networks, and the rest are served as
testing data. A glimpse of our paired real-world dataset is illustrated in Fig. 5. Noting that our HDR data reaches a high
frame rate of 2000 fps, the number of events between any
two consecutive frames is limited. Thus, we stack the events
between a time span over five neighboring HDR frames.
Since the stack of event frames can be overlapped, we still
have a 2000 fps paired real data.

4.3. Experimental Settings
In the experiments, we consider three state-of-the-arts
as compared methods, including the high-pass filter based
non-deep method [25] (HF), the event-to-video reconstruction method [22] (E2VID), and a model which is pretrained
on a high quality event to frame dataset [28] (EF). Note that
we have tried our best to reproduce the best results competitive methods with the codes that are released publicly. All
compared methods are conducted on the datasets mentioned
above.
The reconstruction results of all compared methods are
evaluated by four image quality metrics, including Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity [36]
(SSIM), Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity [40]
(LPIPS), and our temporal consistency loss (TC) which is
introduced in Section 3.3. PSNR and SSIM measure the 2D
spatial fidelity, LPIPS evalutes the perceptual similarity, and
TC measures the temporal fidelity of an image. Larger values of PSNR and SSIM suggest better results, while smaller
values of LPIPS and TC show better reconstruction.

4.4. Comparisons with State-of-the-arts
Experiments on Simulated Data. Tab. 1 summarize the
numerical results according to the average results of all metrics. The best performance is highlighted in bold. We
can see that our method provides better results in most
scenes for all error metrics, and the averaging results of
all scenes significantly outperforms all compared methods
in both spatial and temporal domain, which demonstrates
the superiority of our proposed convolutional recurrent neural network. To visualize the experimental results, sev-

Method

PSNR

SSIM

LPIPS

TC

HF
E2VID
EF
Ours

10.99
12.78
13.23
15.31

0.2708
0.5753
0.5914
0.7084

0.4434
0.3541
0.3030
0.2424

1.2051
1.0305
0.9729
0.5198

Table 2. Performance comparisons on real data.
Method

PSNR

SSIM

LPIPS

TC

HF
E2VID
EF
Ours

9.12
14.72
14.77
16.41

0.1673
0.4781
0.4064
0.4783

0.8307
0.4200
0.5020
0.3737

0.4515
0.4451
0.4191
0.3539

eral representative restored videos are shown in Fig. 6.
The event frame and representative reconstructed frames of
HF/E2VID/EF/Ours and ground truth are shown from left to
right. We can see that the reconstructed result of our method
is more sharp and closer to ground truth, which is consistent
with the numerical results.
Experiments on Real-World Data. To further evaluate the
effectiveness of our method, we compare our work with existing methods on our captured real-world dataset. The averaging results are provided in Tab. 2. We can see that our
method outperforms all competing methods in both spatial
and temporal metrics, which is consistent with the simulated experiments. To visualize the experimental results,
several representative reconstructed frames are shown in
Fig. 7. The event frame and representative reconstructed
frames of HF/E2VID/EF/Ours, and ground truth are shown
from left to right. It can be seen that frames recovered
from our method approximate ground truth well and is
significantly better than other reconstruction methods. It
demonstrates the effectiveness of our method on real-world
dataset.

4.5. Ablation Study
To evaluate the effect of the recurrence of ConvLSTM
and temporal consistency loss, we compare our method
without recurrent module, without temporal consistency
loss and our entire model on simulated dataset as an example. The corresponding results are provided in Tab. 3. We
can see that our method performs better than that without
Table 3. Evaluation results of our reconstruction with and without
different components under simulated dataset.
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Model

PSNR

SSIM

LPIPS

TC

w/o recurrent
w/o TC loss
Ours

14.71
15.17
15.31

0.6362
0.6721
0.7084

0.2891
0.2455
0.2424

0.5872
0.5549
0.5198

Scene 2

Scene 3

HDR

High bits

Low bits

Scene 1

Frame 1
Frame 2
Frame 3
Frame 1
Frame 2
Frame 3
Frame 1
Frame 2
Frame 3
Figure 5. Three representative scenes of our captured real dataset. In order to recognize the scene motions, the shown two consecutive
frames are chosen at the interval of 100 real frames.
Event Frame

HF

E2VID

EF

Ours

Ground Truth

Figure 6. Qualitative reconstruction results on simulated data.
Event Frame

HF

E2VID

EF

Ours

Ground Truth

Figure 7. Qualitative reconstruction results on real-world data.

recurrent module or temporal consistency loss in most metrics. It verifies that our deep recurrent reconstruction model
can effectively improve the spatial and temporal fidelity.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel convolutional recurrent
neural network to reconstruct standard HDR videos from
event streams. Specifically, our model consists of a shared
feature extractor, a deformable convolution based alignment
module, and a convolutional recurrent fusion and reconstruction network with attention mechanism. In addition,

we employ a temporal consistency loss to minimize the gap
between reconstructions and real scenes. Furthermore, we
collect the first dataset with paired high speed HDR and
event data of real dynamic scenes, which will be accessible publicly to help other researchers who are interested in
this field. Experimental results have verified the effectiveness of our proposed high speed HDR video reconstruction
method and our collected paired dataset.
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